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Local News
 

Havoc Holiday 
 

I hate age long and everything that       
comes with it. From the bar fights in        
town to those horrible gypsies and      
their horse festival and all those      
crazy people from Ilveresh. Please let      
the madness stop! 
 
Yours truly, Two Finger Walt 
 
Legal Thieves 
 

I hate those thieving merchants that      
have been traveling of late. They lie       
and steal and if you buy anything       
from them watch out they will come       
back and steal that too! I hate the        
merchant guild for allowing them to      
be so horrible .(Con’t page 2) 

RAFFLE!!! 
 
Otis will be holding 4 different      
raffles for the duration of the      
festival. Their will be armor,     
weapons, potions and alchemies and a      
50/50. 
 
TICKETS PRICES 
2 tickets for 1 silver or 
12 tickets for 5 silver 
 
Armor prize will be 
2 locations of plate mail 
3 locations of chain mail 
4 locations of composite 
5 locations of leather 
 
Weapons prize will have two  

winners each able to pick one silver       
weapon from this list 
2 silver short swords 
2 silver daggers 
1 silver great ax 
1 silver spear 
 
Potions and alchemy prizes 
2 health sever potions 
1 stainles 
1 regeneration 
 
 
And a 50/50 raffle with a majority       
of the proceeds going to help armor       
the elves on the Agelong night hunt! 
 
Find Otis in town for your tickets       
and more details! GOOD LUCK!!! 

 
Novashan News 
From our Readers 
Help Wanted 
OOC News 
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Please someone stop these evil     
thieves and bring them to justice. 
 
One Eye Pete 
 
Giant Trouble 
 

Two score giants were seen last      
festival tromping through the woods 

and recklessly. attacking citizens,    
wreaking havoc on Ilveresh. 
 
The Crossroads town guard is asking      
anyone who knows where the giants      
came from to step forward to track       
where they originated. And stop more      
giants from entering other towns. 

 

Novashan And World News
 

Liesle’s Adventure loses her colors     
and drifts into the night 
By: Willum Behir 
 

“It was the weirdest thing I have       
ever seen.” Said Captain Skjar     
Caprow. “First the rum went missing      
and then the colors of her royal ship        
Leisle’s Adventure. Once I noted this,      
she just pulled anchor and drifted      
silently into the night … with all       
the rum I suppose.” 
 
Leisle’s Adventure, named in honor     
of King Vallend Belthshazarr III’s     
wife Queen Leisle Shanahan, is the      
prize possession of the fleet for the       
Kingdom of Narrdmyr. 
 
As of late she has been off the        
northern coast of the Duchy of  

Scotia but was last seen headed      
northward out into the Jaded Sea.  
Her colors, the flag flown to show       
allegiance, would never be pulled and      
so it leaves us to wonder what is up         
with the largest war ship in the vast        
waters of the Jaded Sea. 
 
Amidst the Crimson Fog of War,      
Peth declares Sovereignty! 
By: Hemp Hingswitch 
 

What the hell is going on? Who       
will save us? Where the hell to       
begin? At last report the baronial      
capital city of Kossuth in the      
Barony of Gwendale was under     
attack and holding. 
 
Baron Gerhart Von Ibenherr and     
Baroness Elizabethe are believed to  

still be alive and rallying their      
troops for the defense of their city       
but the invaders have surrounded     
them and moved on to other targets. 
 
The county seat at Cazador in the       
County of Dzurmyre in the Duchy      
of Peth is the new front. With war        
cutting up the Kingdom, a new power       
has risen up within the Duchy of       
Peth. 
 
Earl Bashshar Smith has risen up      
in the name of the Cantel Plains       
blood line and has overthrown the      
Shanahan’s in Laerenstaut. The    
linage of the bloodline is for another       
story. 
 
This uprising has prompted the city      
of Valvendenn to declare war on the  
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new rulers of Peth but they are       
quickly being tested by the crimson      
brotherhood whom have made it     
within striking distance of southern     
gates of Laurenstaut which is on the       
north end of the forest that      
surrounds Valvendenn. 
 
The Mantle and Serinth have placed      
a spell over the forest which for now        
seems to be creating a fog of war        
which protects them. This brings us      
back around full circle. Where the      
hell to end? Who will save us?       
What the hell is going on? 
 
The Duchy of Erin’s lands run      
Crimson: 
By: Glen Deepfallow 
 

The crimson brotherhood runs amok     
in the southern lands of the County  

of Leavesden in the Duchy of Erin.       
Among these sparsely populated    
areas and farms these invaders are      
given little resistance as they pour      
across the lands. 
 
However, in an interesting move, the      
crimson brotherhood has skirted    
Longwood Forest which is known     
for its high concentration of     
Halfling residence. The reason for     
the shift in their advance is not       
completely known and their    
motivations are also as yet unclear.  
 
Their conquest however has taken     
them as far west as the County of        
Leavsden’s capital city of Kiersley     
where the fighting is the heaviest.  
 
Sir Relquest who fought valiantly  

at the southern front lines has been       
slowing their advances but with every      
invader that falls another one or two       
seem to take their place. With there       
being no dead to count it is hard to         
see who is winning and who is       
losing. Only landmarks at this point      
gauge the progress of either side. 
 
No one has heard from the      
southernmost capital city of Bristow     
of the Barony of Marwood in the       
County of Leavesden as the lines of       
communication have been cut off to      
them. We can only hope that they       
are somehow managing to hold out      
as the Kingdom rallies what troops      
it can to halt this invaders advances. 

 
From Our Readers

 
Another story … The linage of the       
rulers of Narrdmyr 
By: Hemp Hingswitch 
 

In the year of three hundred and       
fifty in the Time of the Prophets as        
written by the ancient elves, the first  

In the year of three hundred and       
fifty in the Time of the Prophets as        
written by the ancient elves, the first       
of the non Gypsy humans arrived in       
the Cantel Plains south of the      
Kingdom of Ashan. The humans In  

were 16 tribes strong and their names       
were Alversden, Baern, Belthshazarr,    
Callahan, Cather, Del Ray,    
Dynforth, Erin, Folkner, Gilcrest,    
Holbrook, Lyorn, Narrdmyr,   
Pendelton, Ravenshunt and Smith.  
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the year twenty and two in the Time        
of the Prophets as written by the       
ancient elves, a child was born to the        
human clan Narrdmyr by the name      
of Wilmont whom would twenty     
two short years later rally the 16       
human tribes and drive back the orc       
hoards thus birthing the Kingdom of      
Narrdmyr. 
 
In the later years of the Time of        
Man, the Kingdom would see seated      
members of the clans of Narrdmyr,      
Ravenshunt, Del Ray and most     
recently Belthshazarr. Members of    
other clans were prominently    
rewarded save for one clan which for       
the history books was discounted. 
 
The clan Smith has been that      
embodiment. The court title of Earl      
is given to those members that are       
next in line to receive a duchy but as         
of yet, there are no lands for which        
they may call their home. 
 
No Earl is as commanding as Earl       
Bashshar Smith but it is also      
widely known that the ruling body      
would never place a Smith in      
position to make a run on the line of         
succession. Thus is has been for the  

last one thousand and sixteen years      
and thus it seems shall continue for       
all time. 
 
The Minstrel and the Mayhem with 
be playing in town square Saturday 
evening after Agelong...if they survive 

Agelong night!  
 

Hana’s Privateers 
 

The crew got killed by werewolves , 
But I weren't never seen 

Just a lowly cabin boy, Not scary 
tough or mean, 

I spend my days learnin', And 
Keeping her bunk clean 

An I'm a go out stealin' ,,, Out with 
the Pirate Queen 

 
(CHORUS) 

Don't call us Pirates Don't call us 
Thieves Or Smugglers that you Fear 

We'll wrong all the rights And right 
all the wrongs 

So dry your crying tears 
We'll sail the seas (We’ll Sail the 

Seas!) 
And drink all your rum (And drink 

all your rum!) 
Captain Hana's Privateers 

 
An indentured servant, Captain 

Hana helped to free 
From another captain, Who's heart 

was filled with greed 
Her days now filled with writing 

And learning how to read 
A Birdie in the Crows Nest … 
Sailing with the Pirate Queen 

 
(CHORUS) 

 
Learning from another, She took a 

Bard along 
He wrote down all her tales, With 

promises of songs 

And now he stands beside her, And 
lifts his voice to sing 

The colorful adventures, Of the 
Pirate Queen 

 
(CHORUS) 

 
From the docks of Southbay, Where 

I drown my spleen  
To the deck Of Leo, My face is 

sickly green 
I hire on when needed, And swab the 

decks 'til clean 
I hobble on my peg leg, Dancing for 

the Pirate Queen 
(CHORUS) 

 
Standing 'top the castle, For all the 

world to see 
Defiant to the world and all her 

enemies  
Edward at her side,His crystal blade 

a gleam 
Known as Captain Hana…Some 

call the Pirate Queen 
(CHORUS) 

(CHORUS) 
 

 
 

 
If the Arban is willing to allow and        
accept half-ogres into their ranks,     
why not half-orcs? Is it because      
Baron Bear Temur has something     
personal against them? I also     
thought that the Arban was     
supposedly an armed unit that     
supplements the Elven Army, so why      
are they recruiting non-Ylfshae in     
the first place? 
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In celebration of the Summer     
Solstice and the elven holiday of      
Agelong, the reading for the Month      
of June contains three cards: 
 
The Reversed Four of Swords 
 
The Reversed Fool 
 
The Reversed Five of Cups 
 
Often, the cards will give their      
stories and their messages indirectly,     
hiding their words in meanings     
within meanings. This month, with     
these three cards, their message is      
much more direct.  

 
The Four of Swords represents a      
time of waking, of returning to the       
World and its trials. A contentment      
of body and mind after a period of        
long rest. 
 
The Fool, when reversed, can     
represent foolhardy action, hasty    
decisions, and can symbolize leaping     
into adventure without looking where     
the leap may lead. 
 
As for the Reversed Five of Cups, it        
represents hope, recovery, and an     
acceptance of the past. 
 
Putting these together gives us a  

 
picture of present uncertainty, but     
hopeful future. After a period of rest       
and recuperation, we are now ready      
and willing to get back to the tasks        
at hand. 
 
Even though we hesitate and may      
not know exactly where our feet will       
land in the end, reclaimed hope waits       
for us somewhere beyond that first      
leap. 
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Monster Manual: Orcs 
By The Creature Collector 
 

Salutations and good tidings,    
Morinar citizens! My name is Creet,      
and I've traveled the lands of      
Novashan and Nardmear for many     
years, collecting information and    
stories of our most monstrous of      
monsters and deadliest of undead.     
Now I wish to share my knowledge       
with you readers, to better help those       
that need it. 
 
This month's special lesson will be      
orcs. Please be aware that these are       
the very basics of orcs, and there are        
many breeds and differences between     
types of orcs. 
 
Orcs are one of the most common       
types of monsters in the area, and are        
spoken about in legends of ancient      
times. 
 
The legends of orcs state that they       
have been warring with elves for      
centuries and that they would hunt      
elves on the longest night of the year.        
Over the years orcs have grown      
biggest and elves have grown smaller      
and more nimble to adapt to the  

Triditon.. Now elves hunt orcs, who      
have much more meager numbers     
than in centuries ago. 
 
Orcs have litters of children and      
usually mate in the winter. There      
have been notions of orc “festivals” in       
winter months. It’s thought that     
This is tradition of the old times       
when the orcs would hunt elves. 
 
Orcs will often have 6 or so babies        
per litter, By the time of the agelong        
hunt, orc children are already     
expected to participate to defend and      
kill orcs. 
 
Orcs are usually green skinned,     
muscular, and larger than goblins     
and hobgoblins but much smaller     
than trolls. 
 
Orcs are very proficient fighters.     
Most of their life in spent in combat        
between their tribe, their hunters, and      
other invading orc tribes. 
 
Despite being hardy and proficient     
fighters, the body count on agelong      
can become fairly high. Many of the       
orcs killed are young and     
inexperienced, but they will start to  

move up in tribal ranks once      
surviving their fight “shortest night.” 
 
Grendel of the Dawn is a known       
mediator between orcs and humans.     
He is known as “The Father of the        
Half Orc Nation.” 
 
Half orcs can be pardoned by royalty       
and can be considered normal citizens      
and are able to pay taxes and work        
as any normal citizen of the land.       
Attacking and killing these half orcs      
is unlawful and the assailant can be       
brought to justice by a knight. 
 
Oh, and orcs have green skin and       
small tusks! 
 
These are the basics of knowledge of       
orcs, their history, and their place in       
the world. Take this lesson to heart       
and stay safe out there friends. My       
hope is that all elves are able to        
remain safe on their long night of       
the hunt, and humans, don’t dare get       
in the way! 
 
That’s all for today. I’ll be back next        
month. This is your Creature     
Teacher, hoping you the best! 
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Help Wanted
 

What happened to "Ask Svetlana"??     
I have had a few questions and was        
hoping to seek her advice on personal       
matters. 

 
HOUSEKEEPER: 18 to 35 years     
of age (or so), wanted by widower,       
40. Race and appearance are not      
priorities. Have prominent position    
with a Sail making company, have      
25 acre ranch just outside of      
Quillian's Point and also small     
house in town; object matrimony if      
suited; have boy 13 years old, would       
not object to housekeeper having     
child, if well behaved. Can give best       
references. 

 
Kind and learn-ed gentleman, 30     
years of age. Seeks pleasant female      
for correspondence and potential    
companionship. Have a preference for     
non-blondes, had bad experience; no     
triflers please. 

 
Trading company looking for goods     
and services. Are you a shopkeeper, a       
tradesman, a crafter or artist, or      
caravan guard? We are seeking to      
hire reliable help and to buy & sell &         
deliver goods. 

Horse Drawn 2 Seat Cutter Open      
Sleigh. Believed to have been     
originally made between the year     
900 and 950 by the Cartwright      
Carriage Company of Tarn. Brass     
plate with maker's mark needs     
polishing. Still has the buggy whip      
holder. Runners are solid. Needs     
some restoration (seat and new paint      
if you want). I am leaving the paint        
as is. 
 
No rot and no water damage. Has       
brass ornamental fixtures on front     
and sides. Kept inside in a dry barn.        
Could make a fine sled for winter       
travel. Never too early to think about       
the future. A unique piece of history       
- go back to the old ways. Comes        
with shafts. With a new seat it       
could be worth 100 silver or more,       
which may be furnished by a      
leatherworker for a handful of silver      
or less - Send inquiries to Seymor       
at the RedHorse in Allowen. 

 
Considering attempting to establish a  
fine dining Bed & Breakfast. Seeking      
experienced staff: to serve discerning     
clientele, cooks with knowledges of     
appropriate spices and flavors,  

unskilled hands to help remove     
rubbish and clean up. Possibly     
opening in September or November. -      
Percival Mason in Brenn 

 
Here Ye, Hear Ye, The Lord      
Mayor of Ilveresh being of sound      
mind and wisdom does now seek      
within the ranks and file of the       
commonry an single individual to     
perform tasks that shall here on be       
told and known and heralded as The       
Captain of the Watch for the town       
of Ilveresh. 
 
The tasks of the Captain of the       
Watch shall be numerous and     
binding and shall nay be conducive to       
one’s health or wellbeing. Thusly     
only the stout of hearth, the quick of        
wit, the steadfast of health need      
apply. Those individuals interested    
shall make their presence known to      
us in person and in name documented       
for record in Ilveresh at the sixth       
month festivities of year 1016TM. 

 
Here Ye, Hear Ye, The most noble       
Lord Mayor of Ilveresh is now      
seeking and recruiting individuals to     
perform tasks that are numerous and  
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beyond the capabilities of the offices      
of the aforementioned noted to keep      
in check and balance. 
 
These tasks of note and benevolence      
shall be in ordinance to include, but       
by no means shall be limited to or        
shall be strictly prohibitive of, such      
things as guard duties, light     
skirmishing, tracking, bounty  

collections, magic displays, recently    
deceased disposal, fire watch, bardic     
rhetoric, town crier, messenger,    
lighting town torches at the     
appropriate hour and other such     
activities in accordance due a station      
of relevant qualified or experienced     
individuals who shall conduct    
themselves through display and    
means in accordance of the highest  

class of commonry to be an example       
to those for whom and for which       
these services shall reach out and      
impression. 
 
Those party or parties interested     
shall make their presence known to      
us in person and in name documented       
for record in Ilveresh at the sixth       
month festivities of year 1016TM. 

 
OOC News

 
Raffle - Eric Hitt (Otis) 
Havoc Holiday – GM staff 
Legal Thieves – GM staff 
Giant Trouble- GM staff 
Liesle’s Adventure – Tim S. 
Peth declares Sovereignty! - Tim S 
Duchy of Erin – Tim S 
Housekeeper – Nathan (Grendel) 
Learned man – Nathan (Grendel) 
Trading company – Nathan    
(Grendel) 
Horse drawn Carriage – Nathan     
(Grendel) 
Bed and breakfast – Nathan     
(Grendel) 
Captain of the Watch – Tim S 
Town Jobs – Tim S 

Attention: Learn how to swing an 
axe properly! Learn how to remove a 
tree without leaving a stump! These 
and other safety instructions / 
demonstrations can be had by seeking 
out Tim Schafer (A.K.A. – Lord Sir 
Aeracon). 

 
For those participating in orc     
NPCing on agelong: orcing will start      
at 9pm on Friday the 24th. Makeup       
will be provided in Hawkstone as      
will pre game instructions. Please be      
in hawkstone by 7pm to get face       
painting done and be prepared to orc. 
 
There will be no “safe zones” for those  

not playing an orc or elf. The module        
will take place outside of Ilveresh      
and anyone caught on field if fair       
game to be killed, as any other PC or         
NPC. 
 
Most importantly, enjoy your event!     
Whoever wins is not important, the      
only important thing is that everyone      
have fun! 
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